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CEREMONY DESIGN
Altar and Arrangements
Atop a white riser, two arches with a dense collection of
greenery and florals in shades of white, blush and nude will
be crossed over one another to create a beautiful canopy for
the bride and groom.
Two stunning floral compostitions that are similar in style to
the arches will sit atop mirrored pedestals and flank either
side of the aisle. The aisle will be a white carpet runner. Low
organic arrangments will line the aisle.
The back drop for the ceremony will be created using rich
and textured linens in shades of ivory and will be draped for
a dramatic look from floor to ceiling and along the entire
wall in the ceremony space.
Following the ceremony, the arches will be moved to adorn the
side entrances to the ballroom.

COCKTAIL HOUR:
CHAMPAGNE TOWER
The champagne tower will be displayed in the foyer to create a beautiful focal point. The tower will sit in
front of a focal flower wall in shades of white, blush and nude. The tower will sit atop a modern gold table
with a glass top. A gold, contemporary bar cart and Grand Bevy attendant will stand by to turn any
champagne glass into a custom bellini .

RECEPTION DESIGN:
TABLE ARRANGEMENTS
The head table will be adorned with tall arrangements on gold stands creating a floating centerpiece statement.
A collection of varius height candles will span the length of the table.
8, 60” round tables will be topped with a tall and elegant centerpiece on a gold stand in shades of white, blush and nude. Various height candles in
clear glass containers will collect around the base of each arrangement.
8, 48” round tables will be topped with low and lush arrangements and finished with elegant flickering candles.
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RECEPTION DESIGN:

Lounge Seating and Dance Floor
The four white couches from the ceremony
will be repurposed as modern lounge
seating surrounding the dance floor.
The sofas will be coupled with
mirrored coffee tables. Each mirrored coffee
table will have a small floral arrangemtent.
The dance floor will be a classic white gloss
complimenting the stage covers
The DJ backdrop will be the elegant
draped linens that guests enjoyed
during the ceremony.

